5.7 hemi swap wiring

Overhead cams, forced induction, aluminum heads, and even aluminum blocks are no longer
exotic rarities. Engine life is now measured in hundreds of thousands of miles. Fast-burn
combustion chambers and heads that flow on a par with old-school big-blocks offer growth
potential old-school small-block owners could only dream of. Combine the new engine designs
with an overdrive trans, and you can have your cake and eat it too-economical highway cruising
with big horsepower. A whole new industry has arisen for hopping them up, supplying them,
and even installing them in classic musclecars-that bundle of snakes under the hood
notwithstanding. No doubt, traditionalists shy away from the high-tech marvels because of their
seeming technical complexity. And while the electronic component of a modern swap is at least
as complex as the physical aspect, aftermarket solutions are appearing almost daily. Many
rodders prefer to swap in the late-model engine along with its corresponding electronic trans,
which interfaces correctly with the factory computer and eliminates adapter issues, but it's also
possible to bolt up classic transmissions using available aftermarket parts. Remember that any
high-pressure EFI retrofit requires EFI-compatible fuel-tank baffling, fuel lines, and fuel-pump
configuration Rock Valley is one source for retrofit fuel tanks. The Ford and GM engines have
been available for more than 10 years; even the new Hemi is now five years old. Standard-perf
versions of these engines are fairly common and affordable in the wrecking yards. If you have
your heart set on a high-perf mill and can't find one through the usual sources, Linda Quest at
Engine Town has nationwide contacts for all makes and models and swears she can come up
with virtually any complete takeout your heart desires but have your wallet ready. There's also
the factory crate-motor route. On the following pages, we examine some of the parts and pieces
available to simplify swapping new motors into old cars. Hopefully, this overview will whet your
appetite for a full-course modernization program on your own ride. Ford Modular V-8 Ford's
Modular motor debuted as a 4. Mustangs got Mod'd in ' DOHC 4V motors have mostly used
aluminum blocks; ''04 hp supercharged Mustang Cobras went to a stronger iron block. Ford
Racing offers hp 4. Trucks got the high-deck 5. The 5. The 'and-later engines have returnless
fuel systems. Instead of a pressure regulator and a return line, the stock computer changes the
fuel pressure and hence fuel flow and volume by varying the fuel-pump voltage as needed. DVS
Restorations modifies old tanks for the '03 Cobra in-tank fuel pump and returnless fuel system.
All Mod motors are neutral balanced. The Mod motor's rear-block-face bolt pattern and engine
mounts are unique, but the mount pads are located in the same relative location in relation to
the bellhousing face as a classic Ford small-block. Car motors are more compact and their
motor mounts better adapt to retrofit installations. But any way you slice it, the overhead cam
Mod motors are wide. They have clearance problems with classic Ford musclecars'
high-mounted shock towers. It's even worse on the 5. The 2V 5. It's possible to retain the stock
''70 Mustang frontend by dimpling the shock towers for a 2V or notching them for a 4V. The ''66
models mount the front upper control arms 1 inch more inboard per side than the ''70 chassis,
requiring a more radical approach. RRS offers a MacPherson-strut conversion and shock-tower
cut-back plates that eliminate the upper arms and provide needed clearance while retaining the
stock steering linkage. Dropping the Mod motor into a 'and-later Fox-bodied Mustang is lots
easier than a classic musclecar retrofit, Sanchez says. Just adapt the ''04 SN Mustang Modular
motor crossmember or use an aftermarket tubular conversion 'member. Maximum Motorsports'
version has two sets of slots so it can take either the classic small-block or the Mod motor.
Depending on the specific chassis year, some front-suspension mods may also be required. For
clearance, you will need to go to the ''04 Mustang SN Hydroboost power-brake assist in place of
the existing vacuum booster or revert to manual brakes. Some Mod specialists prefer to avoid
hassling with the antitheft system, preferring an aftermarket computer. Owner Rich Brandl says,
"It lets us get more out of the motor. The user-friendly harness requires hooking up only four
wires to the battery, but you'll need to learn how to use the Gen 7 software. Mod motors all use
coil ignition systems without distributors. The coil packs were in front of the cylinder heads on
'and-earlier models. Starting in '99, Mod motors went to a coil-on-plug setup that usually makes
for a cleaner installation. First introduced as the 5. Usage spread into '99 trucks and SUVs with
new 4. Revisions include revised casting techniques to produce larger-displacement 6. The 7.
Exotic LS7 components include titanium valves and connecting rods, as well as a dry-sump
oiling system. The new '07 Escalade all-aluminum L92 6. Rated to withstand 2, hp, it can be built
as large as ci 4. One big change was to the crank-mounted ignition reluctor ring. First
implemented on '06 Corvettes before being rolled into other chassis starting in '07, the original
tooth reluctor ring was replaced by a tooth ring. At this time, there was also a change in the cam
sensor and cam sprocket. Why not revert to an earlier ECM? That requires removing the crank
to change reluctor rings as well as the new cam sensor and sprocket. For identification
purposes, the external electrical connector to the reluctor ring is located near the starter on the
passenger side. A tooth reluctor-ring connector is black; a tooth ring is gray. There are also

MAF differences. Implementing displacement-on-demand also requires those models' separate
body computer in addition to the ECM and TCM. Computer reprogramming is needed to bypass
the vehicle antitheft system VATS used on many models. Rear-sump F-body and truck oil pans
are the most adaptable and fit many classic chassis. Due to their side kick-out wings, ''04
Corvette wet-sump pans are hard to adapt to anything except other Vettes. The ''07 LS2 Vette
pan did away with the wings and works well in low-ground-clearance street rods. The LS7
dry-sump Vette pan won't fit most classic chassis, either-yet modifying it is hard because
oil-feed passages are incorporated into the pan. Replacing it with a wet-sump pan requires a
Don Hardy spacer because the LS7 crank is longer and an LS2-style front cover. Canton offers
custom oil-pan sumps on a special-order basis; it and Dailey Engineering also offer dry-sumps.
But the easiest overall options are the new LS pans available from both Milodon and Moroso.
You can bolt up a classic auto-trans or manual-trans bellhousing using metric bolts, leaving one
bolt hole unused. On most engines, the crank rear offset from the block is 0. GM offers a special
pilot bearing PN that compensates for the offset difference and allows the use of a
standard-length classic manual-trans input shaft. Another alternative is dedicated installation
kits available from Keisler or Classic Chevy 5-Speed, as well as McLeod's modular bellhousing
system. McLeod also has a trick shifter setup for late-model, internal-rail manual trannies that
allows significant stick position alterations so the handle comes out the right place in the
console. In some cases, when using an early torque converter with a GM factory flexplate, the
converter mounting holes must be elongated. Turn Key Engine Supply sells fully dressed and
hopped-up engines plus the parts to install them in the specific chassis. Currently, retro swap
kits for the ''67 Nova, ''57 Chevy, ''69 Camaro, and ''72 Chevelle are available. Included are
long-tube headers, small-block motor-mount adapters, and a modified oil pan. For traditionalists
who like the Gen III engine's modern styling but hate computers, GMPP and Edelbrock have
Holley carb-flanged intakes, while Wegner sells a new front cover with a conventional ignition
distributor hole that accepts a W Ford distributor. The cover uses a standard-rotation Ford
water pump. The new Hemi rolled out as a 5. In '05, the 6. By '06, 6. The 6. Some cars have a
multidisplacement system MDS that can shut off half the cylinders under light load to improve
fuel economy. Mopar Performance is introducing a 6. Hard-core Mopar guys are already
slamming new Hemis into old musclecars. Tube Technologies TTI , a longtime Mopar
exhaust-header specialist, is leading the way with headers, engine mounts, and other needed
swap accessories. As TTI owner Sam Davis put it, "Naturally we wanted to have headers for the
new Hemi, but to make sure they work, we decided to offer the mounts, too, so everything lines
up. Made exclusively for TTI by Schumacher which at present does not itself sell the new Hemi
mounts directly to the public , the mounts work with typical V-8 K-members except old Hemi
K-members and the stock-style Chrysler small-block rubber insulators which you can buy from
Schumacher. Polyurethane biscuits are in the pipeline. Another alternative is to replace the
entire stock frontend with a Reilly MotorSports new tubular K-member setup for the Hemi. It
includes a coilover suspension and rack-and-pinion steering with additional options like air
suspension available. Old-school LA-engine automatics and manual-trans bellhousings bolt up
just leave out the top bolt. There is a slight 0. The new Hemi has an eight-bolt crank flange, so
old A-engine flexplates and flywheels can't be used. Mopar Performance is said to be
developing a special flexplate for retrofit applications. In the meantime, you could use a stock
eight-bolt Hemi flexplate with a classic-style small-block neutral-balance torque converter by
elongating one hole in the flexplate. If you're using an original automatic and TTI mounts, you
should not have to relocate the original automatic-trans crossmember. You will, however, have
to fabricate kick-down linkage to the throttle body to ensure proper operation. Mopar
Performance has parts to facilitate this. Some swaps have used a Chrysler A four-speed
automatic overdrive. Although it's the same length as an A, the A is a lot fatter. One advantage
of this beefy A descendent is that it does not require a computer or lockup converter, and
Overdrive can be actuated with a simple toggle switch. On the other hand, the bulky trans
requires major floorpan surgery. Even bulkier is the stock late-model 45RFE electronically
shifted trans. It needs its own separate trans controller in addition to the stock engine ECM. A
possible alternative is Keisler's new Chrysler overdrive trans conversion kit, which uses a more
compact GM 4L65E four-speed automatic with an aftermarket standalone trans-controller. At
present, there are no production Hemi manual-trans applications; however, Chrysler does offer
a Viper V manual trans T56 bellhousing which could be adapted. There is also the McLeod
modular bellhousing system. Hydraulic clutch or mechanical linkage Z-bar mods are needed
plus a custom aftermarket manual trans flywheel. Mopar Performance will soon have new Hemi
flywheels and clutch parts. Chassis electrical interface on old Chryslers can get tricky. Marginal
even back in the '60s, the old dinosaurs routed all electrical power through a dash-mounted
amp meter. A late-model amp Hemi alternator will fry that old electrical system for sure. You

should convert the amp meter to a voltmeter and use an engine-bay distribution hub rather than
route all power through the amp-meter circuit. Safely maintaining the alternator's full amp rating
really calls for a six-gauge charging wire. Mopar Performance offers a special pigtail that allows
wiring the late alternator to the early voltage regulator PN P A P tach adapter may be needed to
convert the signal from the Hemi's coil-ignition system. If your local dealer doesn't care to deal
with hot rodders, talk to Matt Dean at Glendora Dodge, a leading Mopar Performance dealer that
was involved in one of the first new Hemi A-body swaps. Close Ad. Marlan Davis writer
Manufacturers photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. These are companies I have
come across while researching for articles. I have not been paid to post nor make any claims as
to their quality. Use at your own risk. Please contact us to submit a company or mechanic.
Scroll left and right to see more information. Want your product to stand out from the rest?
Please get in contact with us. Engine Swap Shops. Turn-key Engine Swap List Scroll left and
right to see more information. Proffitt's Resurrection Land Cruisers. Evolution Motorsport
Engineering. BGB Motorsport. Porsche 3. All Drive Subaroo. Around The Clock Performance.
Nene Overland. Extreme Engineering. Engine Swaps by Russ. Renner Racing Development.
Tarmac Offensive Motorsports. Plum Floored Creations. Small Car. Rocketworks Sports Cars.
Style Dynamics. Fellows Speed Shop. Monkey Wrench Racing. Marcus Fry Racing Enterprises.
Defined Autoworks. Restomod Store. Mantell Motorsport. Ford Duratec 2. Classic Car Studio.
Hall Built Performance. Midwest LSX. Form Automotive. Full Noise Fabrication. WGT Auto
Developments. Quarry Motors. Wilkinsons Vehicles. Vauxhall 2. Daniel Nadal. Retro LSx.
Meehans Automotive. Honda Elise. Twisted Automotive. Steve Wiliams Sports Cars. Diesel
Pump UK. Coty Built. CWS Tuning. Brintech Customs. AM Auto. The Mustang Shop. V8
Roadsters. Gary's Anything Auto. Hales Speed Shop. Roosters Rod Shop. Hawks Third
Generation. Mayhem Motorsports. River Raider. VAC Motorsports. Zerolift Autolab. CAD
Company. Hawk Engineering. Helldorado Customs. Warrior Diesel. Diversified Creations. Baker
Engineering. JE Import Performance. Freed Engineering. Pure Automotive Performance.
Furches Performance. High-End Race Development. MKC Performance. Modern Muscle.
Southern Performance Systems. Solo Motorsports. Vengeance Racing. Hot Rod Revolution.
Technica Motorsports. American V8. Next Level Performance. Anti Venom. LHT Performance.
All Version. UAS Racing. Bruiser Conversions. PBH Performance. ECS Performance. Flyin'
Miata. Turnkey Jeep. Swap Shop Racing. Custom Built Motors. Kevin's Roadster Designs. Lamb
Fab. Arizona Performance Imports. Blue Collar LSX. Street Performance Inc. Hinson Supercars.
RPM Extreme. Swap makes Gen3 Hemi standalone easy. Weatherproof Fuse and relay box
holds fan and fuel pump relays with outputs all ready for you to connect. We can also customize
the harness to any fit whatever you need. The fit and finish of Swaps Standalone HEMI harness
is show quality and out limited lifetime warranty assures that the harness can be the best
investment for your project. Let the quality of your harness reflect the quality of your project.
Please let us know if you have any questions! Each harness comes fully labeled with a full set
of installation instructions with tech support. We work through Sound German Auto for
transmission control and purchase that part directly from them. At Swap we are driven by the
enthusiast and the unique projects that fill our motorsports community. We strive to offer the
best products for those projects at the best prices. We focus on the detail of every build making
our products above market standard, you get more than you pay for, you get perfectionâ€¦â€¦.
Lead Times are Currently: Weeks. No Yes Yours. No Yes. This order is subject to all Terms and
Conditions found here: swapspecialties. Hemi Standalone Harness quantity. Category:
Harnesses and PCM's. Contact Swap Specialties. Follow Us. Useful Links. Our Mission. Call Us.
Email Us. Scroll Up. January The first batch is shipping out as we speak to a few of our
customers. We expect to get another batch ready towards the end of Feb We should be able to
stock the shelves by March. Our current list of years and models available are listed in our
store, we will be working on more years and models shortly after March! Our Thermostat
Spacers have arrived and have shipped out to all customers. We found out that customers with
the truck Hemi require the removal of a bolt for the spacer to fit. We are working to get a
replacement low profile bolt to use in it's place. The Low Buck Hemi Truck is scheduled to be
worked on this month. We should have the Hemi placed in it by the end of this month timeframe.
We are working to fab our own mounts if the Bouchillons don't fit as we need them to for engine
placement. New video just posted up on YouTube and usually post weekly! Check em out!
Guided wire harness build tutorials. A range of electrical connectors, kits and equipment to aid
in your swap. Pushing the envelope on Hemi based engine swaps, bringing more tech to the
market at a routine pace. A collection of cars we've renovated with passion. He was destined to
make a change and teamed up with some friends with backgrounds in automotive and
engineering on a mission to develop the best Hemi Swap parts and resources at reasonable
prices. We want to create a community where this motto is shared among all car guys and girls

and just keeps growing. Thank you so much for your support! Latest News. January 1.
Frequently Asked Questions. Late model vehicle swaps are not supported at this time. Do you
offer complete wiring harnesses? Not at this time. Our current wiring harnesses are our
QuickHemi series. They require that you use the factory engine harness for your application.
The QuickHemi simply allows the factory harness to work in standalone configuration. Do you
perform Hemi swaps in house? The knowledge gained is shared with the GenIII swap
community and new products are developed this way. We do not do routine installations at this
time but will in the future. What is the lowest cost GenIII swap engine to use? Mostly the truck 5.
These are the shoestring budget swaps that really pack punch with little upfront cost. Any Hemi
is an excellent choice, prices may vary. Contact Us. Thanks for submitting! We offer new crate
engines, engine management, EFI fuel tanks, and much much more. We can even build your
dream ride, so whether it is a or a Challenger We have the knowledge and experience for all
your performance needs. Register Login. Toggle navigation. MMX Product Search:. International
Order Notice: International orders are required to be paid by money order or bank transfer.
Please call or email for more information before placing your order. Resto Mod Suspension
Components. HEMI Transmissions. This 6. View Details. Modern Muscle Performance has been
ford 9n manual pdf
2008 pontiac g6 motor
jeep wrangler 1998 parts
building HEMI stroker engines for many years and we have a well earned reputation as one of
the This 5. Can take up to 3 to 5 weeks for delivery! Please call for availability! The 6. Please call
for a quote if you would like your crate engine This kit comes Drag Pack intake manifold for
either the 5. Comparable to the Mopar Drag Pack Intake. This degree thermostat for your HEMI
by MotoRad is not only 25 degrees cooler than the factory thermostat, but is far superior in This
degree thermostat for your HEMI by MotoRad is not only 13 degrees cooler than the factory
thermostat, but is far superior in The AlterKtion complete suspension systems do more than
save weight and add clearance. They're designed with precise geometry for By separating the
locating system from Unmatched craftsmanship and fitment are a few of Modern Muscle Xtreme
is proud to offer premium fuel tank products from Tanks Inc. Unmatched craftsmanship and
fitment are a few of the HEMI MMX Builds. MMX Shops. Build a Quote.

